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Abstract: In numerous cases of motorcycling accidents severe or even fatal injuries occur 

after the separation of the motorcyclist from the motorcycle due to the impact to road 

infrastructure elements as sign poles, barrier construction elements etc. The loss of traction on 

the front or rear wheel, which lead in numerous cases to the accident scenario are in most 

cases thereby not the main cause of the observed injuries. However, the after the initial 

incident sliding motorcyclist still possess velocity, which exposes him finally to the impacts 

to the road infrastructure obstacles. Consequently, human body impacts against hard and 

sharp edges are common. The body itself is thereby secured only by devoted clothes, which is 

unique for motorcycle accidents. In a consequence, the authors are motivated to design and 

verify a concept of spine and neck protector, which decreases the injury severity in such a 

above described scenario. Current motorcyclist clothes or race suits secure only against skin 

wiping. Spine protectors for road bikers are common on the market but designed mostly only 

as rigid polymer or composite plates without a structural energy absorption feature. Moreover, 

the elastic connection with the rest of the motorcyclist gear allows its movement. This free 

move lowers the overall safety level. In opposite to this, the idea of a dedicated crumple zone 

is widely used in automotive designs. The aim of the presented work is to design a back 

protector, which contains the capability of energy absorption during a direct back impact. 

After its utilization as a full energy absorption zone, the rigid part of the protector secures 

spine and neck of the motorcyclist against further penetration by road infrastructure obstacles. 

The energy absorption is thereby performed by the crushing of an absorber, which is made out 

of carbon fiber composite and foam. In its result, the protector is to be worn as a single piece 

only. The iterative approach in the design process leads to a structure, which is attached to the 

motorcyclist’s body by straps and contains two panels of protector elements along the sides of 

the entire spine. The in this paper undertaken methodology includes the simulative analysis of 

the kinematics of a motorcyclist, which slides on the road surface and hits consecutively an 

appropriate obstacle with a velocity of 60 km/h. The analysis performed by including the 

technique of FE code coupling of LS-DYNA and Madymo allows to determine the occurring 

kinematics and to state in a further step about the crash behaviour of the proposed passive 

safety device. The by FEM software obtained results allow furthermore to determine 

maximum acceleration components. In a conclusion the authors revealed a safety gain by the 

use of the proposed protector device and additionally provided lessons learned in designing 

the final element before manufacturing the prototype. 
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